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Depending on
where you live,
childcare for an infant can range from $4,650 a year (Mississippi)
to $16,500 a year (Massachusetts) on average. In addition to making
room in your life, your house, your schedule and your consciousness for
a new baby, you have some serious work to do in order to make room in
your budget for your sweet bundle of joy.
One of the toughest decisions a parent can make is how to deal with childcare. The Pete
the Planner Ideal Household Budget does not include a “piece of the pie” dedicated to
childcare. Therefore, you must create that piece from scraps of other pieces. In other words, you
must reduce spending in other major areas such as transportation, dining out, gifts and entertainment. The biggest financial mistake that anyone can make is increasing spending
in one area without decreasing spending in others.
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Let’s assume your childcare costs are $1,100 a month and your combined household income is $5,500
a month. That would make childcare 20 percent of your budget, or nearly the equivalent of the money
allotted for housing (25 percent). Assuming that you aren’t moving right after you have a baby, that 25 percent
of the pie that you spend on housing probably won’t change (unless you choose to refinance, in which case
you might be able to trim a handful of percentage points). That leaves those who don’t choose to refinance or
move into a more affordable living arrangement 75 percent of the pie from which to trim.
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You’ll find that some of the cuts in spending happen somewhat naturally.
Anything that requires you to leave the house (dining out, transportation) or find
a babysitter (entertainment) will comprise a smaller percentage of your budget
than they did before. This isn’t to say that you won’t have a life, but your life will
become consumed with all things baby. And it probably should be for a while.
The cuts you make will depend entirely upon your unique financial situation, your financial goals, etc. But
this is a time to be creative, think outside the box (or the pie or whatever) and do everything you can to
accommodate this sizable expense. But then again, what if that expense didn’t have to be as
sizable as you first imagined?
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Don’t be afraid
to shop around for
affordable childcare.
One question you might ask yourself when you’re seeking childcare (and don’t
be ashamed to ask it) is are you looking for the cheapest childcare or the best
childcare? Assuming a certain level of quality care, the cheap option isn’t
necessarily a bad thing. Obviously, you shouldn’t put your child in a drawer and
go to work. But don’t be ashamed of accepting a baseline of quality and then
seeking out the most affordable option. At the same time, don’t be afraid to seek
out the highest quality daycare you can find (if you can afford it).
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Too many times we justify terrible financial decisions by invoking the name of
our children. Whitney Houston nailed it when she declared that “the children are
our future” and that we need to “teach them well and let them lead the way.” But
that doesn’t mean that you have to compromise your entire financial future for
something you could get for less money. This is why childcare isn’t a part of the
Pete the Planner ideal household budget: you shouldn’t necessarily pay more for
childcare based on your income.
If you are a parent, you know childcare can quickly become your number one priority, but that doesn’t mean
you should just throw money at it. Make sure you are reducing spending in other areas so your ideal household
budget doesn’t take a hit.
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Should you stay home,
or should you work
and pay for childcare?
Of course, you could choose to stay at home with your new baby, a decision that
will require just as much financial planning as budgeting for childcare.
Some people work because they want to, others work because they have to and
many people work because they THINK they have to. One of the most frequent
financial miscalculations new parents make involves the “should I stay home”
question. If you have ever found yourself saying, “why am I even working? My
entire check is going to childcare,” then you need to take a very hard look at your
budget. Many people say this, but few address it properly. If you find yourself in
this position, you probably haven’t properly adjusted your budget. You MUST
reduce spending drastically in other areas if you are feeling that a majority of
your income is going to childcare.
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For many families, adding a childcare
expense can be like adding another
mortgage. So here is a simple way
to figure out if you should stick with
two incomes or drop down to one.
Let’s take a family where the second person’s income is $2,200/net month
(I say “second” because I am trying to distinguish this person as the lower
income-earner). Now, let’s assume that childcare costs $1,100/month.
How should this family think through their decision? They have two options:
1) they can reduce their household spending by $1,100 in order to account for
the new childcare expense, or 2) they can reduce their household
spending by $2,200 in order to account for staying home.
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Constructing a plan
to stay at home
What goes away when you stop working? Your income. But the good
news is that other things disappear when you stop working. Things like
fuel costs, work lunches and possibly daycare costs. These expenses are
important components in the “Stay At Home Net Difference Index.”
Here’s how it works:
Identify the income that is lost. For instance, if your take-home pay is
$2,200 per month, then you would lose this amount of income if you
stayed home from work. You may have lost $2,200 per month, but you
will most likely save some money by not working too.
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Here is a list of expenses that will go away
or be reduced when you stop working.
Calculate how much money will be saved
by eliminating each category.
•
•
•
•
•
•

FU EL
WORK LUN C H
WORK CLOTH E S
CER TIFICATI O NS /L I C E NS E S
DAYCARE ( I F C U R R E NTLY PAY I N G F OR I T )
OTHER

Add up all of these expenses, and then subtract them from the income that you
lost. If your total expenses saved equals $1,600 per month, then subtract that from
our hypothetical $2,200 per month of income. This means your Stay At Home Net
Difference Index is $600. It’s what you do next that matters the most.
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Bridging the gap
Alright, you will be down $600 from your pre-stay-at-home income. There
are SEVERAL ways to bridge the gap. First, if you are following Pete the
Planner’s Ideal Household Budget, then you will be saving 10 percent of
your take-home pay. That means that you can reduce the $600 by another
$220. 10 percent of $2,200 is $220.
If you aren’t earning the income, then you aren’t saving the money.
Another way to bridge the gap is to be very purposeful with the way you mind your spending on all
of your other categories. Can you dine out less? Can you get a competitive quote on your auto and
homeowners insurance? If you want to stay at home, you must sacrifice some expenses that you have
previously taken as necessary.
You can also increase your household income to fill that $600 void. Even though you just reduced
your income by $2,200, you can always raise it again with some focused effort.
If you have the skills to freelance, consider doing enough work to earn you at least $600 per month.
Or the working spouse can become more purposeful about increasing his/her income. He/she can
look for overtime, commission or other bonus opportunities.
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Run the numbers
You owe it to your family to run the numbers. Staying at home
with just one income is much more achievable than you might think.
It requires sacrifice, but you can do it with proper planning.
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The views and opinions expressed in this material are solely those
of Pete the Planner ® and do not necessarily reflect the views and
opinions of the companies of OneAmerica®. The information is provided
for educational purposes only and is not intended as financial advice.
Pete the Planner is not an affiliate of any OneAmerica company.
www.annualcreditreport.com is not affiliated with the companies
of OneAmerica and is not a OneAmerica company or website.
All numeric examples are hypothetical and were used
for explanation purposes only.
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